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FX Options Weekly Report
Macro and Vol Commentary
This week we turn our attention to the reoccurring trend of U.S. and China tension and what that means for
USDCNH.

China Data
Caixin manufacturing PMI was expansionary once again in May at 50.7
This shows improving in business conditions on the previous month and that the sector is recovering
strongly
Export orders are constraining the economy as new orders continue to contract
Non-manufacturing PMI for May was also expansionary at 53.6, however, this data set recovered a lot
quicker than manufacturing and was only contractionary for February this year
Industrial profits remained weak for April at -4.3% y/y, but this is a strong improvement from March’s
figure, at -34.9% y/y
Most economic indicators have improved off the lows in Q1, and we expect this recovery to continue in
the near term. However, on a historical basis, they remain weak
The property market is also showing signs of recovery and developers are optimistic about the pace of
recovery
The threat of a second wave is threatening the commercial sector of the property market, but the
residential and industrial sectors are the recovering well
According to Bloomberg Intelligence, vacancies in Shanghai shopping malls may rise to 12.9% as shop
struggle under the loss of foot traffic and preferences to shop online
The National Party conference set out plans for 2020 and progressive for the economy and will support
the underlying economy, one policy being employment after the surveyed jobless rate increased to 6%
The PBOC has started to purchase loans made to SMEs from other banks to help boost lending and
help China’s recovery

U.S.-China tensions
President Trump weighed in after Beijing’s move to pass national security legislation on Hong Kong
President Trump has suggested he would strip Hong Kong of some of its privileged trade status whilst
promising further sanctions on Chinese and Hong Kong officials
Trump has also blamed China for the coronavirus outbreak
Cofco halted purchasing U.S. grains on Friday after the comment from President Trump
There have also been inflammatory comments between U.S. and Chinese officials about recent riots in
the U.S.
All the above threatens the Phase One trade deal that was agreed between the two sides
The U.S. recently announced tighter export rules for Huawei chips. The rule means that semiconductors that use U.S. technology and software being shipped to Huawei need permission from the
government
The U.S. Department of Commerce has recently added Chinese entities to a blacklist

We have started to see the dollar weaken in recent sessions causing the index to post an 11 week low. The social
unrest in the U.S. and the government’s strategy during the coronavirus pandemic may have reduced the appeal
of the dollar at this time and tarnished its ‘safe haven’ label it has adopted in recent years. The economic backdrop
for both countries is uncertain, and further escalation of trade tensions and tariffs would compound economic
woes.

Volatility Commentary
As with most Macro FX Vols pairs, USDCNH spiked earlier this year due to the outbreak of the coronavirus.
However, with China’s currency being heavily controlled by the PBOC, this spike was moderate compared to
much more freely floating currencies FX vols. We also see a relatively flat FX Vol curve for this pair, with vols from
1m-1y ranging from circa 5.6 to 6.1 vols. In the short term, the global macro story is still being driven by economic
reopenings as countries pass their coronavirus peaks, though President Trump has recently upped the ante on
China blaming China for coronavirus and re-iterating his usual playbook on trade/South China Seas/Hong Kong
etc.
On Friday, the President announced his intention to unwind Hong Kong’s special trading status as a separate
economic entity from mainland China. Though we do expect this rhetoric to continue, the short term focus for the
President will be domestic reopenings and short term domestic riots. We are expecting to see the President to
further escalate US-China relations toward October/November, with that timing being significant for a) being after
the US reopenings strengthen the economy enough for further trade escalations to be possible b) proximity to the
US Presidential election for maximum political and voter impact. All of which would likely see a rise in USDCNH
vols and spot towards Q4 of this year. As such, we suggest a calendar spread trade to take advantage of the
relatively flat vol curve: buying longer dates circa 6-month expiry and selling a shorter date such as 3m expiry too
maximise exposure to Q4 volatility without paying too much for Q3 volatility. We also suggest a structure that
benefits if USDCNH spot spikes in Q4.

USDCNH Trade Idea
Below priced in 10m USD notional a leg
Sell 3-month USDCNH Call with 7.1500 strike to receive circa 116k USD upfront premium
Buy 6-month USDCNH Call with 7.1500 strike for a cost of circa 189k USD upfront premium (note this
expiry also overlaps the US Presidential election)
Overall strategy has a cost of circa 73k USD upfront premium
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FX Technical Charts
JP Morgan Global FX Volatility Index

The global FX volatility index has softened in recent weeks as resistance at the moving averages held firm causing
a break at 8. Near term, support stands at previous trend resistance. The stochastics remain in oversold territory
as the RSI fall as well. The MACD diff is negative but lacks conviction. The recent weakness looks set to continue
but the moves are steady and lack real conviction. A break below previous trend resistance could set the scene
for lower index through previous trend resistance at 7.30 to confirm the recent trend. On the upside, the index
needs to break through the moving averages on the upside.

USDCNH

Rejection of prices at 161.8% at 7.1879 has caused a correction in recent sessions. The market reaffirmed
support below 7.10 and has been bid back to the 100 DMA 7.1342. The indicators are positive as the stochastics
enter overbought and the MACD diff is positive and diverging on the upside. This suggests higher prices in the
near term and if prices take out resistance at the 100 DMA and then the more psychological level at 150% fib
level. In order to keep the trend on the upside, prices need to take out 7.1879. Conversely, the market has been

well supported at trend support and a break of this level could trigger losses to 7.0500. We expect prices to firm
in the near term.

DXY Index

The market has sold off in recent days as selling pressure prompted a break of support at 98.874 and 97.812. The
stochastics have given a buy signal and the RSI and MACD diff are also positive. To confirm the outlook of higher
prices, futures need to take out the 50% fib level at 98.789. In the immediate term, a break above the 61.8% fib
level would help confirm the hammer candle. On the downside, if the index rejects the 61.8% fib level we could see
the market take out support at 97 and then target 96.604.
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